Behavior Policy
NSA Family Fun Day Event

Welcome to the NSA Family Fun Day! The NSA is dedicated to providing everyone a positive experience. We thank everyone involved for playing their part to help young people who stutter to grow in confidence and knowledge about themselves and their stuttering. Everyone must assume extra care and responsibility during the time that we are here.

Everyone is expected to:

- **HAVE FUN!**
- Follow the rules that are set out for each activity, area, or project.
- Be honest and respectful, in actions and words, of all other attendees, volunteers and staff.
- Keep their hands to themselves and respect other people’s space.
- Be a positive participant.
- Behave in a manner that does not disrupt or interfere with another’s ability to enjoy the conference.
- **NO** bullying, fighting, hazing, or violent behavior is tolerated.
- **NO** hateful speech or language of any kind, nor any type of harassment.

Kids will:

- Stay with their group at all times until a parent checks them out and/or the presenters/leaders bring kids group back to the parents.

Teen Attendees will:

- Stay with their group during activities/workshops and are expected to remain on site at all times.

Teens attending without a parent or guardian must:

- Review and sign NSA Authorization, Waiver & Release of Liability for Attendees of NSA Annual Conference and all NSA Events.

**Consent for Photography/Video/Creative Writing Pieces**

Representatives of the NSA may obtain videotape, audio recording, and/or still photography involving the use of participants' name, likenesses, or voice. Such productions may be used for educational or exhibition purposes by the NSA.
Snacks / Allergies

Please notify NSA staff if your child has any allergies. During the course of the workshop, I ______consent/______object (check one) to my child having snacks (cookies, candy) as a part of group activities.

Emergency phone numbers

Please be sure the NSA’s main staff has updated emergency phone #s.